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Status of RAIB recommendations (as of
31 Jan 2018)
Number of
recommendations

Implemented

In-Progress

Nonimplementation

Awaiting
response on
actions taken +
insufficient
response

2014

112

91

19

2

0

2015

74

49

18

0

7

2016
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30

33

2

8

2017
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5

0

0
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2018
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0

0
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The Sandilands tram accident
 Overturned travelling at 73
km/h on 30 metre radius
curve
 7 fatalities
 19 seriously injured
 42 passengers & driver
suffered minor injuries
 only one passenger not
physically injured
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Areas of recommendations (summary)
Risk awareness
• More effective UK-wide cooperation on matters related to
tramway safety
• Better understanding of tramway risk, particularly when
running off-street
Additional control measures
• Automatic braking at high risk locations
• Technology to detect a driver’s loss of awareness, and to
intervene when necessary
• Improved visual cues on the approach to hazards
Crashworthiness
• Improved containment provided by tram windows and doors
• Means of escape from a tram lying on its side
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Areas of recommendations (summary)
Underlying management factors
• Independent review of Croydon tram’s risk assessment
processes
• Review of the processes used to promote learning from
experience (just culture)
• Improved fatigue management (observation)
Regulatory factors
• The need for the ORR to review its regulatory framework for
tramways
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The Sandilands tram accident
– lessons applicable to the big railway
Looking beyond recent experience when assessing risk
Risk management should not only be focused the risk of change - is
what you already have fit for purpose?

The value of different operators sharing experience and collaborating
to understand the big risks and to develop a common understanding of
good practice
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The Sandilands tram accident
– lessons applicable to the big railway
Can technology be used to improve the ways we monitor the alertness
of safety critical staff whilst undertaking their duties, and to intervene
when necessary?
The need to review fatigue management systems against current
good practice (eg ORR guidance), in particular in areas related to selfreporting and life-style guidance
How organisations learn
from experience – and the
need for a ‘just culture’
Is AWS/TPWS reducing the
risk of overspeeding to
ALARP? (eg at junctions)
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Narrowly avoided serious train accidents
 Barrow upon Soar, damage caused to a water main which
caused a partial collapse of an overline bridge onto a line
that was open to traffic (10/2017)
 Watford Tunnel, train struck landslip, derailed and was hit a
glancing blow by a train in the opposite direction (11/2017)
 Liverpool, collapse of a wall at the top of a rock cutting onto
the track below (17/2017)
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Key themes to be highlighted in the RAIB’s
Annual Report for 2017
Reliance on signallers to ensure the safety of level crossing
users;
o when giving permission for road vehicles to cross a user
worked crossing; and
o when automatic crossings are not operating normally.
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Key themes to be highlighted in the RAIB’s
Annual Report for 2017
The risk to trains when earthworks and structures fail
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Key themes to be highlighted in the RAIB’s
Annual Report for 2017
Managing the risk from neighbours
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Key themes to be highlighted in the RAIB’s
Annual Report for 2017
The number and type of narrowly avoided accidents
involving track workers and moving trains
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Key themes to be highlighted in the RAIB’s
Annual Report for 2017
Fatigued railway workers
Risk factors highlighted during
2017 include:
• a series of long shifts on
consecutive days
• inadequate sleep due to
personal factors working a first
night shift
• a long working hours culture
• fatigue management systems
that are not in line with
published industry guidance
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Key themes to be highlighted in the RAIB’s
Annual Report for 2017
Errors during the installation and commissioning of new
signalling and track work
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Some particular issues for train operators
and fleet engineers
• The risk of slipstreams to
wheelchairs and buggies (Twyford
01/2017)
• How the shape of a door seal can
make it more difficult to remove a
trapped object (Bank 12/2017)
• The potential to ‘design-in’
measures to keep trains in line
when they derail (Watford tunnel
11/2017)
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Ongoing investigations
• Exploding traction equipment case due to faulty
capacitor, Guildford (7 July 2017)
• Cable drooping from bridge snagged by train at
Abergavenny (28 July 2017)
• Passenger detrainment onto the track adjacent to
a live conductor rail, Peckham Rye (7 Nov 2017)
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Capturing key safety learning from previous
years
In parallel with the Annual Report, RAIB intends to capture key
learning by publishing thematic reports related to each of the
following:
• level crossings;
• platform train interface; and
• track worker safety.
These will be published independently from the annual report, and
will be regularly updated. They will not relate to any particular year
but will act as a standing record of previous safety learning.
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RAIB priorities for 2018
• Work with ORR to maximise the effectiveness of RAIB
recommendations, and to improve the understanding of each other’s
roles
• Continue to work with other railway accident investigators to
exchange good practice, and to help improve the quality of
investigations throughout the industry (and to provide advice to other
sectors where appropriate)

• Working towards closer working with the other AIBs (Air and Marine,
Defence and Health Care Safety)
• Review and revise our Memorandums of Understanding with other
statutory bodies (eg NPCC, BTP, ORR and others)
• Work to improve information exchange between railway accident
investigation bodies in the EU, and elsewhere
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